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Poultry Vaccines, Poultry Testing and Related Dis ~seF' P-roblems

'vl•, A. Billings,

Extension Veterinarian.
LISTEN, PLEASE ••• , .this is Nal' a treatise on the various diseases of poultry, For
that, v1e recommend a thorough reading of our Extension Bulletin No. 154. You can
'
read the whole thing in an hour ••••• a very well spent hour, if we may be so bold•
The reason for doing this Letter is simply this ••••• there appears to be cbnsiderable uncertainty in the minds of county agents and others \'IOrking with poultry as
to the value of the various vaccines, tests, medicants and just plain llstuff 11 that
farmers are accustomed to put in the drin..ldng water of both chickens and turkeys.
Therefore, we will briefly review this situation. Incidentallv , it will be a good
plan for agents to consult practicing veterinarians, especiaily in those areas where
the veterinarian has developed a poultry practice ru1d is deeply interested. Now for
our review. First, we might tackle the
VACCIIIJES
Vaccines always have an especial appeal because, IF TH!tY ivOBK, it is an easy
way to prevent a disease. Unfortunately ALL vaccines do ndt do this. You lcnow, of
course, there are NO curative vaccines. All of , them are de~igned to PREVE1f.r a
disease rather than cure it. However, human nature being what it is, farmers and
others often resort to the use of vaccines at the WRdNG tim~. One of the oldest and
best vaccines we have is
POX VACCil{E. This one has been used for many years in other states, principally on
the East and West coasts. Pox has not been a problem in Minnesota until quite recently. This accounts for our not recommending its use in past years. Pox affects
both chickens and turkeys (many people used to call it llcanker 11 or even 11 roup 11 ) . It
is becoming more common each season. For obvious reasons, we have usually suggested
that a flocko\v.ner avoid the use of pox vaccine, at least until the disease made its
appearance in the neighborhood. WHY? Simply because this vaccine is a LIVE virus
(germ) preparation, and its indiscriminate use might lead to the introduction of the
disease in areas \vhere the disease hacl not been present before.- However, once a
given community becomes infected, we recommend the use of the vaccine as a regular
procedure •• ·•.• but remember, as a PREvEI'fl'IVE or immunizing agent rather than as a
cure. Pox vaccine usually comes in two varieties •••.• a mild vaccine, commonly
called the 11 pigeon 11 type and the regular (stronger) or 11 fowl 11 pox vaccine. ~his
latter type is made from chickens and gives a much longer period of immunity. The
best time to vaccinate birds is when they are about six weeks of age. Pullets
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s.aoulL:. ·b e va.t- cil: a·~ <J i at least "ht::for s they ar e four mon"t hs old or b efor e they go int o
the laying house. The world 1 s worst time to vaccinate cl1ickens is AFTER the flock
becomes inf ected. Nevertheless, farmers often renort their flocks sick of p ox and
vlant to knO\v \vhat to do~
First I explain that vaccination is a preventive and should
not be eA~ected to cure his flock. Suggest that if he wishes to vaccinate he must
first separate the affected birds from the well ones. ONLY THE HEALTHY BIRDS ARE
THEN VACCINATED. In circumstances like this, i t might be safer to use the 11 p igeon 11
or mild type of vaccine. There is still another angle, too •.••• if the attack is
mild and only a few birds are affected, it might be still safer to remove the affected birds and treat them by touching up the affected spots \ii th tincture of iodine
and take a chance on the disease being stopped by this procedure. I mention this because at times \'lhen a flock is only mildly affected and the vaccine is used, the
disease flares up and becomes much worse than it was. And here is another thing you
mustn 1 t forget ••.•• do NOT suggest vaccinating a flock after the season of heavy production begins. The chances are birds won 1 t lay an egg for a month of Sundays and
you will have a. lot of explaining to do. The moral of this paragraph is ••••• pox
vaccine is a mighty fine product when used as a PREVEliTTIVE •.•.• if pox appears to be
established on a farm, recommend vaccination, but do it early in the summer and get
one 1 s money 1 s worth~ Another vaccine largely used as a preventive is
LARnTGOTRACBEITIS VACCINE. Let me point out first, this is 11 live virus 11 vaccine.
It should not be used indiscriminatel~. This is another of those PREVENTIVE vaccines and we do not recommend it as a cure in those flocks where the disease is already established and losses are heavy. in1en used properly, this vaccine is higllly
effective for this disease ALONE. It should not be used in every flock that has the
11
sniffles 11 • On the average farm, the use of this vaccine should be avoided unless
the premises are known to be infected. Before resorting to the use of this vaccine,
the diagnosis should be v~L ESTABLISHED by laboratory findings rather than guesses.
\'l'e suggest you rea.d over the treatment ancl. management on page 18 of :Bulletin :No. 154.
This vaccine and Pox vaccine are among the few vaccines fom1d to be effective. However, there are others that do not have such a good record.
The first of these
would_ be the
CHOLERA-TYPHOID VACCINES. These are sold vlidely and come in for a lot of sales promotion on the part of the makers. So far as our experience goes, these vaccines have
not given good results. They are not effective in preventing either cholera or
typhoid and are certainly of little or no value after the trouble starts. vle might
say with charity that they probably do no harm. This vaccine and the one mentioned
in the next paragraph are sold largely tl~ough the medium of advertisements and by
peddlers. We know of many instances when this vaccine was used to combat blackl1ead.
We would say "thumbs down 11 on this vaccine. In outbreaks of cholera especially, one
should emphasize sanitation and good feed and management. Besides, cholera and
typhoid are not NEARLY so prevalent as the advertisements would indicate. Another
vaccine in the not recommended group would be
HIXED IliiFECTIOlq BACTERINS OR VACCI!!i'ES. These are little r:~ore than the old-fashioned
11
shotgun 11 type of vaccine. They are as old as the hills. They are used for practically all the aches and pains of poultry. There is no disease in the textbooks
called mixed infection. This vaccine is usually made up of a mixture of several
different organisms. This mixture is then subjected to heat to kill the organisms
and then used about as is. In spite of testimonials to the contrary, we would give
these vaccines a very LOW rating. Common sense diagnosis and proper management are
far ~ore effective. Gullible farmers often buy this vaccine to prevent roup, etc.
So much for the vaccines. We might discuss briefly this question of
TESTING.
PULLORU}I TESTING. This test is now sufficiently accurate as to recowaended and even
required in certain stages of the National Improver.1ent Plan. It is practically
routine, especially in flocks sup:plying eggs to hatcheries. In the interest of speed
and general a:s>:plicability, the rapid or plate test is \'lidel~r used. In the hands of
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persons who have had the necessary training, this test is O.K. The rapid test when
applied to turkeys IS NOT recommended as J'e t. For some reason, not definitely known
at present, the laboratory or 11 tube 11 test is ;nore effective. Turkey flockowners
should therefore be encouraged to make use of the tube test in preference to the socalled rapid or plate test~ Flocko~mers ••• both chicken and turkeys •.. should be told
that ONE TEST is not usually sufficient to clean up this disease in tpeir flocks. It
may require several repeat tests before the all-clear si gnal is given. It is also
recownended that pull orum testing be done under the supervision of the State Poultry
Improvement Board wherever possible. Another test you may wonder about is the
TUBERCULIN TEST for avian tuberculosis• This test is accurate and is not at all new.
The writer tested chicken flocks in Hinnesota as long as 15 years ago . It has not
been adopted as a standard practice for the eradication of tuberculosis in poultry
for a number of reasons which we are unable to discuss here. The test ~Then used
along with proper sanitary methods will do much to eradicate this disease from a farm
flock. However, TESTING ALOlfE will not do the trick. Yes, the test is O.K. It
does pick out the infected birds, but that isn't going far enough. The cleanup of
the premises and repeated testings must follow. Now then, while we are at it, ~Te
might as well say a word or two about putting
STUFF IN THE DRI }~ING WATER. Frankly, we do not recommend this practice except perhaps as a 11 placebo 11 (appeasement ) for the owner of the flock. We fully recognize
the fact that owners demand that something be mixed in the drinking water ••••• tha.t 1 s
psychology, I gue ss~ It is probably the reason for the great success of chicken
patent medicines. If you I"iUST suggest something for the drinking water, be sure to
include a lecture on the proper management to accompany the so-called medication. I
expect a bit of p otassium permanganate added to the water will be as good as anythin&
It turns the water a healthy wine color and is very popular . Take all the leeway you
need in respect to the dope in the water but DON'T FORGET the management suggestions.
That is what does the trick~ By the way, here is a practice you will do well to
emphasize. It is called
DRY CLWU~ING a brooder house or even a hen house. This simply means an attempt to
keep the litter in the brooder house DRY •.••• especially near the drinkers and feeders.
Germs, worm eggs ancl other parasites thrive BEST in 'Harm, damp surroundings. Therefore, the simple wrinkle of setting the feeders and waterers on a wire platform will
do much to keep do\m the spread of diseases of this character.

